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It is a classical problem to decide possible arrangements of ovals of real algebraic curves 
in the real projective plane RP2, which is known as the Hilbert's 16'th problem([2]). 
Harnack was the first to show that the number of components of ovals of a given non-
singlar real algebraic curve of degree mis less than or equal to g(m) = (m -l)(m -2)/2 
([1]), which is known as Harnack's inequality. 
In [4], Rokhlin introduced'complex orientations'on the algebraic curves of even type, 
which turned out to be useful for this problem. So searching canonical orientations on a 
given algebraic curve seems interesting problem. 
2 Orientation by Wang 
In [5], by using spin structures, Wang gave orientations of fixed point set ER of a complex 
conjugate involution O'E : E→ E on a complex vector bundle 1r : E→ X that covers 
an involution O': X→ X on a closed smooth manifold X. Note that, in case X = 
CA= {[z。立1ば2]E CP2IA(zo, z1辺） = O}, E = TCA, and O'E is the differential of the 
involution O': X→ X given by O'([z。立1;z2]) = [z□; 可；刻，贔 isthe total space of real 
vector bundle of the real algebraic curve RA = {[z0; z1; z2] E RP2IA(z0, z1, 死） = O}, 
where A is a real non-singular homogenius polynomial of three variables. 
In this section, we see the construction given in [5]. Let U(E) denote the U(r)-
frame bundle for E and O': U(E)→ U(E) its induced involution. Set P = V(E) x, 
X -Y 
S0(2r), where i : U(r)→ S0(2r) is given by i(X + J古） = (yX). Note that 
i(X 十 HY)=(~ い =T(~ ―i) r-1, where T =⑰ ~E) 
Definition 2.1 We define the involution O'p : P→ P by O'p([V, Ml)= [O'E(V), TMT-1] 
for VE U(r) and ME S0(2r). 
Suppose that the pr~cipal S0(2r) bundle P→ Xad庄itsa spin structure~E H1(P; Z砂，
i.e., a double cover P→ P such that the composite P→ P→ Xis a principal Spin(2r) 
bundle whose restriction to a point * EX isthe non-trivial one. 
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Definition 2.2 The involution咋： E→ E is compatible with (Eが (P;Zりifand only 
if there exists a bundle automorohism o-p : P→ P such that o-p(xg) = o-p(x)g holds for 
any g E Spin(2r) C Cl(R2r) = Cl(C), and that the following diagram commutes; 
p~ 竺→ P 
』」
P~P. 
We say thatびpis compatible with a spin structure(, and that O-p a conjugate lift ofびp.
With this notation, Wang showed in [5]; 
Theorem 2.1 Suppose that咋： E→ E is compatible with a spin structure (Eが (P;Z: 砂
Then for each conjugate lift五： Pe→ Pe there is a canonical orientation of real vector 
bundle ER→ XR, where XR denotes the fixed point set of the involution u : X→ X. 
(Case 1) First suppose that E→ X is a complex line bundle. Then P→ X is a principal 
U(l) bundle. Let pu denote the fixed point set ofびp.Then pu→ XR isa principal Z2 
bundle邸 sociatedwith ER→ XR. By our邸 sumption,we have a spin structure Pe→ P 
and a conjugate morphism宍： Pe→ Pe such that the following diagram commutes; 
p{ ae ―→ p{ 
1 1 
p ap ) P 
』」
X --"→ X. 
Since a{ is conjugate, P[→ XR also is principal Z2 bundle. Let x E XR, and set 
7r―1 (x) = { a, b}. Then we have that b = -a. Therefore any fiber of P[→ XR issent to 
one point. This implies that P[ determines a section of pa→ XR. Thus we obtain an 
orientation of贔=pa Xz2 R→ XR. 
(Case 2) When the complex dimension of the complex vector bundle E→ Xis greater 
than 1, we apply the meathod of Case 1 to the complex line bundle detcE→ X. 
3 Construction of orientations by using pin struc-
tures 
Let L→ X be a complex line bundle andり： L→ L a complex congugate involution 





Let U(l)→ U(L)→ X, S0(2)→ SO(L)→ X, and 0(2)→ O(L)→ X denote the 
principal bundles associated with L→ X. 
Then for each e E U(L), set u(e) = ae, where a = a+ ✓ 二lbE U(l). Then we 
have that u(✓ 可e)= -✓ 二fo(e)=(b- ✓可a)e.Thus we obtain that, by setting Ma = G !a)'u(e, ご） =(e,A鴫=(e, ご）凡T,where Ra= (~--:ib) and T = 
G~1). Define ip: P = V(L) Xp S0(2)→ SO(L) by ip([e, Al) = (e, ✓ 言 e)A.Then 









が (SO(L);Z2)二 H1(SO(L);Z2) 
Definition 3.1 For a spin structure~E H1(SO(L); Z2), set [ =~ ① RH~) E H1(SO(L); Z2)① 
げ (SO(L)T;Z2) =げ(O(L);Zサ
With this definition, we have the following; 
Proposition 3.1 i:;,() E H1(P; Z2) is compatible with e5u if and only if { E H1(O(L); Z2) 
is a pin sturucture that is preserved by C5. 
By a similar method in [3], we obtain a section diび Er(Ad(Pin(L)lxR)) C r(Pin)(X)lxRメAd
Cl(2)~ 叫LIF)via { 
Fix a point x E XR. Then we my assume~hat Lx = R〈u,w〉andthat C5山 isthe 
reflection determined by v. Thus we have that d咋＝土V.
Whether this section coinsides with the section given in Sectoin 2 or not should be 
investigated. 
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